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USUALLY, OUR ANNUAL “Profiles” issue is 35-plus
local creatives with shorter interviews. I adopted
this style a few years ago because, even after
publishing for over six years, there continued to
be many people I wanted to feature but just didn’t
have space for in our regular issue schedule. So, the
“Profiles” issue was developed to allow more artists
to be featured.
However, this year is different. That is the
understatement of the decade—2020 is a different
year. But I wanted to show the artwork that people
were creating during the COVID-19 “shelter-inplace” order. Hence, instead of 45 people, we have
10 creatives and space for the new work they have
created since March.
With over 90 submissions, it was challenging
to pick only 11. For multimedia, audio, and video
work, we decided to plan a web/digital presentation
for those artists, which will do more justice to their
work than a print version would. And a few of the
artists we have moved to feature in a future issue.
Thank you to all the artists who submitted; it is an
honor to present your work.

Lastly, COVID-19 has had an economic effect
on most industries, especially the arts. We are not
immune. And with this our 52nd issue, we will be
moving to a quarterly publication. We love print!
And will continue to present the local creative
scene in a way that fully honors the work. However,
funding has been cut back, and we will have to
adjust with the times.
We will also continue to highlight the creative
community in our podcast, blog, and video. But
for 2020-2021, we will be moving to quarterly,
and hopefully, as the economy, funding, and
partnerships rebuild, we can return to bimonthly. We (SVCreates and Content Magazine)
are committed to supporting the artistic culture
of Santa Clara County. We will continue to work to
bring voice and visibility to our local creatives.
Thank you for your support. Please consider
giving an additional donation to help support our
writers, editors, photographers, and designers,
who produce the magazine and support the people
we provide a public platform for.

Thank you,
Daniel Garcia
THE CULTIVATOR
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The City of San José Office of Cultural Affairs Public Art Program
presents LIMONIUM a mural by internationally celebrated Bay Area
artist Mona Caron. The mural, located at the San Jose McEnery
Convention Center along Market Street, is over 3300 square feet and
honors ignored or overlooked flora in the valley. Her artwork brings
recognition to and magnifies those bursts of life that proclaim their
identity, that grow wild and natural through walls of concrete and
asphalt, and remind us that allegiance to life is unbound.

Photography by Mona Caron
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DAN FENSTERMACHER

Photographer’s Protest Experience
Shooting the protests has been a whirlwind of an experience. I have
witnessed joy, sadness, anger, frustration, and compassion the last
few weeks. Many people protest in many different ways. The cardboard
signs are out, but this movement feels different. I can hear the anger in
peoples’ voices. The calls for justice are coming from each and every
neighborhood of the Bay Area. I have photographed protests from San
Francisco to Santa Cruz and many neighborhoods in between. This is
a historical time and a decisive moment for racial equality in America.
Twenty-eight years after the Rodney King riots, racist policies have not
changed in America. The people are tired and fed up with inequality and
injustice, and it shows in the thousands of people marching across the
world on a daily basis, shouting the names of all the unfortunate men
and women of color killed at the hands of police.
Instagram: danfenstermacher
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Stories
Solidarity

for

Miko Yoshikawa-Baker turns arT into
education, empowerment, and community healing.

Written by
by Grace Talice Lee
Portraits photography by
Daniel Garcia
Mural photography by
Andrew Sumner
storiesforsolidarity.com
Instagram
storiesforsolidaritysj
mikomikaelani

Mikomi..Yoshikawa-Baker,..“Miko,”..desperately
wanted to protest the murder of George Floyd.
But, given the police’s rampant use of tear gas and
rubber bullets, she also wanted to keep herself and
her young daughter away from the crowds. So she
looked around the downtown neighborhoods, noticed all the boarded-up windows, and discovered
the best way to join the movement—by calling in
an army of creatives, buying up gallons of paint,
and depicting powerful antiracist messages on the
ubiquitous blank lumber.
First, Miko contacted her artist friend Andrew
Gonzalez, who then connected the Cinnaholic with
tattooist Your Homeboy Harv and graphic designer
Dion Rollerson. Harv painted a brown-skinned Bart
Simpson leaving playful tags on the bakery walls,
and Rollerson created a glowing portrait of Colin
Kaepernick under the banner, “United We Kneel.”
Then, while assisting on this initial project, Miko
went on a coffee run and bumped into a Philz
franchise owner. She pitched the idea of painting
their boards and won approval on the spot—resulting in a series of geometric shapes, grinning
faces, and motivational messages designed by Fernando Force 129 and Andrew Gonzalez in front of
the coffee shop.
From there, Miko didn’t really have to convince local enterprises anymore. They started calling her. All through Paseo Plaza, then Santa Clara
Street, all the way down to 11th Street—everybody
wanted to contribute their storefront to the cause.
Some owners gave total creative freedom. Others

asked for a particular theme. The Korean proprietors of La Lune Sucrée, for example, requested an
image to represent Yellow Peril—a tiger, painted by
Alicia Nodarei, to express solidarity between those
of Asian and Pan-African descent.
In return, the restaurant owners made sure to
show their thanks. Spoonfish plied Miko and her
team with free poké bowls; La Lune Sucrée offered fresh watermelon and homemade bread;
Philz provided much-needed business advice, as
the grassroots effort—now operating as Stories for
Solidarity—navigated a sudden flood of attention.
Every gesture and every day was full of mutual
care and appreciation. As Miko said, “[This initiative] gained a lot of support really quickly, because
the owners felt the intention and the love behind
this project.”
And it wasn’t just the shop owners who responded so well—it was also, of course, the people
on the street. They took pictures, asked questions,
or rode by with one fist raised in the air. Sometimes
the reactions ran even deeper. Miko recounted her
favorite success story, “This white family happened
to be walking past, and the kids loved the artwork.
And the parent used it as a teachable moment, to
then explain to her kids what Juneteenth is, and
why it happened, and why a bunch of kids were
making these paintings. So that was like, “Wow!”
For us, in terms of our mission for creating solidarity through art, sparking emotion, having dialogue—that just kind of hit the nail on the head for
what we were trying to do.” C
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“Solidarity is the fact of, I might not
look like you, I might not be like you.
But I can empathize with you, and I
can stand with you.”
–Mikomi (Miko) Yoshikawa-Baker
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Amanda Valenzuela
@moonsunandlove
Multiple artists (from left)
Yosef Gebre
@yosefthefunkyhomosapien
Pamela Vigil
@the_hairhippie
Galy Jimenez
@gahlee_
Uriel Ramirez
@urizzy
Dion Rollerson
@brownnbear408
Viris Alcaraz
@boy.s
Jordan Medina
@jordanthebasedgod
Uriel Ramirez
@urizzy
Ruby Bloo
@rubybloo
Betty Proper
@betty_proper
D.W.
(private account)
Aliks Mahn
@aliks.mahn

But not every spectator was quite as inspired.
Miko said, “A gentleman drove by in—I hate to stereotype, but—in his truck. He rolled down the window, and he was like, ‘You f*ckers are disgusting. If
it’d been a cop that had been shot, you wouldn’t be
doing this sh*t.” Though Miko was not on site at the
time, her friend Bella DiLisio retorted, “Sir, move
along, you’re talking to teenage girls.” The stranger
went on to share his experiences as a former cop—
almost 30 years in law enforcement—and then he
left. And though this wasn’t the most pleasant experience, the team still counted it as a win. “That’s
part of our initiative,” said Miko. “We’re here to
spark that dialogue. We’re here to have those uncomfortable conversations.”
And it’s not just in San Jose. The mural project
soon caught on in Sacramento, Redwood City, and
Bakersfield, connecting the local artists and businesses of each city, and catering to the needs of
each unique community.
It’s also not just in this singular moment. As
the shops reopen and quarantine winds gradually
to an end and the boards slowly come down from
the windows, the Stories for Solidarity team hopes
to showcase their work in gallery exhibitions and
keep engaging in socially conscious conversations.
Even then, street art was only the beginning.
Miko has since turned Stories for Solidarity into
a fully-fledged non-profit organization, with a
far-reaching vision of empowering others through
content creation.
The immediate next step is to transition from
storefronts to school fronts. Miko plans to contact
local schools—particularly the ones in lower-income, ethnically Black and Brown neighborhoods—
and paint murals on their walls that directly reflect
the student demographics. She wants to transform
the drab concrete that so closely resembles prison
exteriors, into vibrant depictions of resilience,
hope, and strength.
As for other projects, Stories for Solidarity also
plans to print T-shirts with activist designs, cut a series of podcasts called “The Karen Chronicles,” dissecting public policies with business owners and
clergy, and compile a library of books and other
resources to make learning accessible to all. And in

the next few years, Miko hopes to become so fluent
in starting these initiatives, that she can help found
more branches of Stories for Solidarity in other cities and coach newer community leaders through
the process.
So where does all this drive come from? Why
does Miko work so hard and dream even harder?
The answer lies deeper than all of her degrees—one
in liberal arts, another in the social sciences, and a
couple more in progress at San Jose State University: a double major in sociology and African American studies, with a minor in human rights. It lies
deeper than her professional background—from
serving as president of her high school’s Invisible
Children’s Club, to almost a decade of working at
the YMCA. To find the true source of Miko’s motivation, look to the makeup of her family—and see
all the opposing identities finding a way to coexist.
Her mother was Welsh, Scottish, and Japanese—
and worked as a correctional officer for almost 20
years trying to change the criminal justice system
from within. On the other hand, Miko’s father was
Nigerian and South African and once topped the
charts as a musician—before getting shot and killed
by the police. “When you lose somebody like that,
all the rage, all the policy change in the world is
not going to bring them back,” said Miko. “But
what I can do is change the system—change the
world that they died in, so that nobody else has to
experience it.”
And what kind of world is Miko striving for, exactly? “I just want to be in a place where I don’t
have to pick and choose which family I love, where
they can all come together, and we can have those
uncomfortable conversations,” she said. “I think
[Stories for Solidarity] is a great place to start acknowledging the double consciousness that exists—the conflicting identities, or, the concept that
people have to pick and choose their identity based
off of who they’re around, because they need to fit
in.” And only then can we begin embracing all our
differences. Because, as Miko said, “Solidarity is
the fact of, I might not look like you, I might not be
like you. But I can empathize with you, and I can
stand with you.” C
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“I definitely have a mission for the gallery.
I want to elevate the artists in Gilroy, but
also elevate these marginalized voices
that haven’t been able to be represented
because of either sex, race, or materials.
That’s my big thing—do that while exposing
people in Gilroy to more artists.”
-Emily McEwan-Upright
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Gallery
1202
Gallerist Emily McEwan-Upright opens Gallery 1202, offering a home
for marginalized and underrepresented voices in the art world.

H

Written by
Chris Jalufka
Photography by
Daniel Garcia
Gallery 1202
7363 Monterey Street
Gilroy, Ca 95020
gallery1202.com
artsy.net/gallery-1202
Instagram
gallery1202

er mouth is wide—stretched beyond the
common yawn, laugh, or scream. She sits
upright, strained—her feet pushed hard
against the Earth, legs opened enough for her
child to fall into the hands of his awaiting father.
The photograph is dense with detail—wooden
barn, lamb and donkey atop hay. This is Mary,
Joseph, and the infant Jesus as depicted by UKbased photographer Natalie Lennard. A part of
Lennard’s Birth Undisturbed series, Creation of
Man is one of many pieces by Lennard entrusted
to gallerist Emily McEwan-Upright. A San Jose
native, in 2019, McEwan-Upright took over
a 1,200-square-foot storefront in downtown
Gilroy to act as the home base for her feministminded art gallery. McEwan-Upright’s Gallery
1202 opened its doors that October, and by the
end of November 2019, it was hosting its first
group exhibition, Show Me Your Neon: A Feminist
Dialogue. The collection was a clear statement of
intent on McEwan-Upright’s part, who explains,
“It was all about discussing the challenges that
women face either as an artist or as a woman, or as
a sister, or mother, challenges as a black woman,
as a Chinese woman, as anything. I really wanted
works that spoke about different things. I don’t
want everything to be the same. I wanted it all to
be different.” That first exhibit sits as a highlight
and hallmark of the gallery headspace.

McEwan-Upright has a bachelor’s degree in
art history from the University of California Santa
Barbara as well a master’s degree in art history
from the San Jose State University, an education
that fostered her love of research, which facilitates
her quest for a variety of female voices. Looking
briefly at an exhibition roster at Gallery 1202 will
show you artists from Slovakia and India, as well as
McEwan-Upright’s neighbors in Gilroy. It is as vital
to lift up local artists as it is to bring international
artists to the community. “I definitely have a
mission for the gallery. I want to elevate the artists
in Gilroy, but also elevate these marginalized
voices that haven’t been able to be represented
because of either sex, race, or materials. That’s my
big thing—do that while exposing people in Gilroy
to more artists.”
Throughout college, McEwan-Upright parlayed
her bookkeeping experience into an enrolled agent
certification and managed to launch Gallery 1202
while maintaining her career as a tax preparer.
Her husband, US Navy Lieutenant Commander
Rory Patrick Upright, gets called away often, but
McEwan-Upright has help from her nearby parents
and a cousin who assists with both the gallery as
well as with McEwan-Upright’s tax practice. Her
family and those of her artists and guests are
fundamental to the success of the gallery’s goal.
Children are welcomed with a bag of toys tucked
17

Works from Fall Group Show:
“Celebrating Black Bodies and Voices:
A Survey of Contemporary Black Women Artists”
Exhibition Oct.26 - Nov. 21, 2020
Top Left: “Veiled-Power in these Hands”
by Tokie Rome Taylor
Bottom Left” “On the Edge “
by Abi Salami
Above: “Work in Progress”
by Charica Daugherty
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“Essential: Art in Quarantine.”
Gallery Takeover by Whitney Pintello
Exhibition Aug.8 - Sept. 18, 2020
Below:“Sistine” by Whitney Pintello

behind a couch. This is life in full overlap—both
personal and work life blending into the modern
lifestyle of the working artist. With the shared
experience of the working mother, McEwanUpright builds an immediate connection between
herself and the artists she chooses to work with.
“A lot of them are women who have very young
children, like I do. A lot of them that I met, I met
with my children. They’ve met my kids, I’ve met
their kids, and that’s not something that you get in
a gallery environment. I want to support women
who have the studio in the nook of their house.”
This sentiment was echoed by artist Natalie
Ciccoricco, “Emily visited my home studio, and
we really hit it off. We’re both passionate about
art, and we’re both juggling our art careers with
motherhood, so we really bonded over that. It’s
really remarkable how much she has achieved
with her gallery in such a short time. I applaud her
for her dedication to representing marginalized
artists from the moment she opened her
gallery. She works really hard to get her artists’
work seen.”
Beyond the exhibits at her Gilroy location,
the gallery’s reach broadened through events
like the LA Art Show, which saw over 75,000 in
attendance over one weekend, and Superfine
in San Francisco. McEwan-Upright had a full
calendar leading up to the shelter-in-place order
that has kept the gallery’s doors closed. She had to
make some adjustments to her workflow to ensure
the work she represents is visible and available
to her audience. She has deepened the gallery’s
online presence, finding success selling pieces
through sites like Artsy, Artnet, and 1stdibs. If
having the physical space connects her to the
tightly knit nature of the community that binds
Gilroy together, being forced to focus on the online
sales helped Gallery 1202 gain exposure to a global
audience. Online, there is no difference between a
gallery in New York City, Los Angeles, or Gilroy. It
is the art that moves, and now McEwan-Upright
is regularly selling work across the country and
across the world.
McEwan-Upright lights up when discussing all
of the artists she has plans for at the gallery. There’s
artist Yulia Shtern and her upcycled sculptures
of animals affected by humankind, Ritu Sinha’s
mixed-media works depicting the political strife

she’s experienced in her native India, and Natalie
Ciccoricco’s A Thread of Color, a solo exhibition
putting Ciccoricco’s blending of found imagery
and embroidery on full display. Each artist offers
a different lived experience—that variety of female
representation that McEwan-Upright craves. With
each piece, her cadre of artists display a variety of
materials and techniques used—the watercolors of
Sinha’s pieces against the threaded collage work of
Ciccorico, the traditional fine art and the craft and
folk art that certain materials immediately selfcategorize. This was the intention from the start
of the gallery. A look at the first exhibition, Show
Us Your Neon: A Feminist Dialogue, was a visualized
forming of a question; as McEwan-Upright states,
“I had different kinds of mediums. I had a woman
who works with all fiber. We’re crossing that
boundary between crafts versus fine arts, and
why is there even a division between craft and fine
art? I want to hone in on women, black women
who work in contemporary art. I want to hone in
on people who do textile works and why is that
a craft, things like that. It was a perfect show for
me to start out with, because it encapsulates all of
these marginalized voices. I just really loved it.”
McEwan-Upright had the gallery booked well
into 2021 with exhibits, and trips were set to both
display at art fairs and speak on panels across the
country. Those exhibits involved artists living
across the globe and with no clear date when the
world will be safe once again for large crowds, a lot
will have to change on the fly, which is something
that McEwan-Upright is accustomed to. She has
worked with ever-changing scenarios—husband
in the military, two children under the age of
four, a new business venture fitting alongside her
established work as a tax preparer. Despite being
pulled in all directions, she is continually focused
on her mission to offer an avenue for those voices
that rarely get heard, for the women that don’t
want to give up the dream of creating art just
because they became mothers. “Women who are
doing art at two o’clock in the morning because
that’s when their baby is sleeping, that’s hard for
them. It’s hard for them to find representation.
People think that they’re distracted by their
children, whereas I think it can inspire them too.
It’s all about this balance in life.” C
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Written by
Johanna Hickle
Photography by
Daniel Garcia
dobbinbenjamin.myportfolio.com
Instagram
benjamin_dobbin_art

TO BENJAMIN DOBBIN, abstract art carries a kind of song.
And that’s not metaphorical—
it’s neurological. He’s among
the 3 percent of the population who experience synesthesia, a phenomenon in which
one perceives an intertwining
of the senses (such as smelling
colors, tasting words, or seeing
sounds). “I’m into the sound of
shapes and sizes, but also the
sound of strings,” Dobbins describes. “You’ll see in my work
ribbon-like, flowing shapes
which form. Those are directly,
to me, orchestral strings.”
Take his piece Paper Song, a
roiling, twisting tangle of stripes
reminiscent of bar lines escaping off a music sheet. To Dobbin,
this sounds like “a sort of gravelly piano…like a scratchy vinyl
record of an old piano song
you’ve never heard.” He pauses,
and then adds, “It’s a hard thing
to describe. That’s where art
comes in—because it does all the
talking for you.”
Like a DJ remixing a song,
Dobbin takes each of his digital

art pieces and “re-synthesizes”
them into new forms. “In that
way, they carry the DNA of all
preceding work,” he explains.
That process of breaking down
before rebuilding also adds continuity. “It’s an interesting destructive act of creation. When
you remake it, it’s completely
different in the end, because it’s
now shaped by what you feel
today, what you did today, what
you’re thinking about, what
you’re listening to. It becomes
this visual diary.”
He adds, “I think for most
artists or creatives, it’s much
easier to start with something
that’s already there. It’s harder
to start with a blank piece of
paper.” And although Dobbin
admits his work might seem
rough and unrefined in places
as a result of his process, there’s
a depth and a history there.
“Nothing’s perfect. We all carry
these bits of scar tissue and
torn edges, and that’s what ultimately makes things interesting—and actually beautiful.”
Process is certainly an un-

deniable pull for Dobbin. “The
way I work, there’s no A + B =
C scenario…I draw on those
pent-up feelings…I make something, and as I’m making it,
it talks to me, and I talk to it…
At some point, I think, ‘I think
that’s it.’ Then comes the difficult part of working out what
it is that you’ve just made and
finding how you’d describe it.”
Since the start of the pandemic, Dobbin has made over
125 artistic works. “Some of my
[new] pieces are less about being
musical. They’re actually more
politically driven—as much as
abstract art can make an emotional statement.” It’s a reaction to the unnerving isolation,
the unseen disease, the unsatisfactory response of people in
authority. “Making something
which was pretty didn’t fit, so
colors became more muted, the
surfaces became scratchier and
rougher and higher contrast.”
He titled one pivotal piece after
the golem, a mythical creature
and guardian spirit from Jewish lore. “We need something
or someone to protect us or
avenge us from what is happening around us,” he explains.
Yet, despite the hardships,
there’s the chance to bear our
scars and torn edges well—just
like Dobbins does with his introspective designs. C
21
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“Nothing’s perfect. We all carry these bits of scar tissue
and torn edges, and that’s what ultimately makes things
interesting—and actually beautiful.”
–Benjamin Dobbin

ARTWORK:
Pg. 20 “columar” | Pg. 21 “lone deer” | Above “paper song”
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Chelsea Stewart
An Artist’s Journey to the Center of the Earth
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Written by
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Photography by
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chelseaannestewart.com
Instagram
chelsea_anne_stewart

ave you ever noticed how anything of worth—careers, relationships, books, antique vases—gains value not from
the finish line, but from the journey? That attentive
(sometimes painstaking) development provides rich meaning. It’s the reason why, when Chelsea Stewart paints, she’s
much more fascinated with the process than the product.
“The paint isn’t secondary to whatever I’m trying to represent on the canvas. The paint itself is the actual focus point of the
canvas and the piece as a whole,” Stewart explains. “It’s the little moments, the micro-moments, that interest me the most.” She
wants viewers to see that voyage across the canvas in its entirety,
“the wash all the way to the final touches and highlights that get
put on last minute before a show.” By exposing these layers, she
reveals “the process of the artist’s hand in the mark making.”
Stewart developed her style two years into her art studies at Cal
Poly, San Luis Obispo. Weary of creating paintings that didn’t feel
true to her art process, she opted for a bold aesthetic her junior
year. “I said, ‘You know what? I’m going to paint a hole and see what
happens’…it ended up being one of my favorite pieces.” From then
on, Stewart became absorbed with the texture, lines, and composition of geological forms. “I started going crazy with research and
experimentation and taking reference photos anywhere I could.”
She also signed up for a few geology courses and hiked a few of the
volcanic peaks known as San Luis Obispo County’s Nine Sisters.
“With rocks and geological forms there are so many layers
to nature and erosion of the pieces,” she describes. “It’s a complete juxtaposition of a painting which is built layer upon layer
upon layer.” Fitting to her subject matter, Stewart also began experimenting with environmentally-friendly materials, making
her own paper and canvases as well as dyes, inks, and paints.
In her senior year, Stewart thrived in her campus’s shared studio. That close proximity with other artists, a space where ideas
rub off as easily as fresh paint, made the ideal environment. “The
way people approach the canvas is so interesting to me,” she notes.
But then, COVID-19 hit during her final semester. Graduation, often a rocky transition in itself, became all the more
challenging. Stewart, forced to return to her Bay Area home earlier than expected, converted one of her rooms into a makeshift studio. “It messes with the mindset,” she admits of the
transition to a much more isolated environment. She also
needed to downsize from her preferred 6-foot-long canvases.
However, after rediscovering her stride, she is once again
eager to seize any future opportunities that come her way.
“I’m excited to see where my work goes,” Stewart asserts. C
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Cityscapes: Reservoir of Memory
Written by
Johanna Hickle
Photography by
Daniel Garcia
eddieramirezart.com
Instagram
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ave you ever wondered how many memories are attached to the
subtle landmarks you pass each day? To you, that cafe table might
be just another place to set your coffee cup. But to someone else
it might mark the beginning of a decade-long business partnership
or the conception of a breakthrough novel idea. That unremarkable
stone wall could be the favorite hangout for a group of high schoolers. That unexceptional park bench could be the beginning (or end)
of more than one relationship.
Urban landscape painter Eddie Ramirez thinks about the history
of places often. “To a few, it’s something special,” he says. “It could be
as simple as a corner. It could be as simple as a restaurant they used
to go to all the time. You never know how many stories are out there.”
In fact, all his favorite projects share this common factor. “The
best thing that I could do is paint something that somebody else can
look at and have a really strong emotional connection to,” he says. It
sparks something in somebody that really affected them. I think that’s
a very powerful gift.”
Take for instance his painting of a room with a simple chair
and a window overlooking a narrow hallway. His cousins commissioned the piece for their mom, and the scene portrays the home in

5

“The best thing that I could do is
paint something that somebody
else can look at and have a really
strong emotional connection to.”
Guadalajara where their grandmother used to wait for visitors and
watch her children play. “When [their mom] saw it, she started crying,”
Ramirez recalls.
Another painting with a backstory depicts Original Joe’s. Ramirez
has sold plenty of prints of it, but the original painting is owned by a
husband and wife who see it as the backdrop for a personal milestone.
“It’s a pretty iconic San Jose scene…but to the couple that asked for
it, that’s actually the corner where they met and went on their first
date.” Today, Ramirez notes, they’re married with a little girl. “It’s not
going to mean as much [to others] as it means to those two.”
During the shelter-in-place, Ramirez has continued the conversation on San Jose cityscapes. However, in this season of closing
businesses, he’s found his mind drifting to places of yesterday. Two
recent projects include portrayals of the marquee sign at the abandoned Century Theater domes as well as the recently shuttered Sherwood Inn. “I wish none of them would close, but that’s unfortunately
the times we’re in right now,” he sighs. And yet, as our urban landscape continues to morph like shifting sands, our past will live on in
residents’ memories. “Even though they’re gone, they made us who
we are,” Ramirez concludes. C

PAINTINGS
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1. Burger Bar 2. Minato 3. Mel Cotton’s
4. Sherwood Inn 5. California Theatre
6. Stephen’s Meat Products
31
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Photography by
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ezramara.com
Instagram
ezramara1

zra Mara was born in Russia,
where she received her MFA
before moving to the US
more than 20 years ago. Her
work has been shown in galleries
across the country, as well as in
Moscow. Her quarantine oil-oncanvas series, Ana’s Days, shows
the same woman posing against
a variety of backgrounds, her
expression stoic and resigned.
“I, as never before, felt and
saw how our ‘raw’ reality turns
into what we call ‘life’ only when
filled by human presence and
human intentions,” explains
Mara. “That gave me an idea to
make a series of paintings where
the same female character in the
same outfit appears in each piece,
only her poses and background
changing. Her figure occupies a
large space in the composition,
which gives a feeling of a tightly
confined space, a nod towards
the situation of isolation.
“During the quarantine, we
often wake up with the feeling

that every new day repeats the
previous one. For me personally,
this feeling was an impetus to
the realization that…we are
solely responsible for our own
lives. Even restricted by the four
walls of our apartments, left
without live communication, we
must create our days again and
again, filling them with meaning
and beauty.”
Mara’s time in the crisis
began with a transition from one
health scare to another.
“In early March, I had a heart
operation. The day after I was
discharged from the hospital,
quarantine was announced.”
The first days and weeks were
filled with fear and anxiety for
Mara. She began making small
drawings, one per day. The
drawings gave her strength, and
the feeling of uncertainty and
confusion began to recede.
“The
beautiful
spring
supported this state of my mind.
I have never walked so much…

never paid so much attention
to the beauty around me. The
walking route was short, and I
watched the bloom of every tree,
every bush, and every flower in
my path.
“I did not feel the severity
of isolation. I am a person who
never gets bored staying alone.
I had books, movies, video
lectures. I had my paints and
pencils, canvas and paper. I
had social networking. My old
friends living abroad became
closer to me than my next-door
neighbors. It so happened that
due to the cancellation of a
flight, our family reunited. I got
an opportunity to enjoy the time
spent with the whole family for a
month and half.”
An artist’s role in moments
like this, says Mara, is to use
their talents to reflect “life on
a raw canvas, so we are able
through our internal resources
to create our unique days, [to]
make our days.” C
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“I did not feel the severity of
isolation. I am a person who
never gets bored staying alone.”
–Ezra Mara
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Artwork in order of appearance Ana’s Days 1-5, oil on canvas 12” x 16” each
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Rayos
Magos
Written by Taran Escobar-Ausman | Photography by Daniel Garcia
rayos-magos.square.site | Instagram rayos_magos
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oday, the concept of “breath” has new
significance, forcing us to reevaluate our
priorities and beliefs. We are aware of it
as we put on a mask to venture into the community and navigate the realities of COVID19. We are aware of it when we hear George
Floyd’s last words, “I can’t breathe,” echo
across the nation, becoming emblematic of
the fight against racial injustice. Breathing
has also come to symbolize our need to feed
our spirit and find space in our life for respite and reflection. For artist Rayos Magos,
35, time to create is his moment to step away
from the anxiety and uncertainty of the
world and…breathe.
Rayos works full-time for a non-profit
community health clinic, but having to work
from home during the shelter-in-place (SIP)
has blurred the lines between business and

a sacred space for pleasure and relaxation.
A wrench has been thrown into his normal
routine since, like many of us, once he rolls
out of bed, he is already in his office. His
art has become his saving grace, giving him
structure and routine as he enters his studio.
As a third generation Mexican American born in San Jose, Rayos has discovered
and connected with his cultural heritage
through art. He utilizes his skills in printmaking, drawing, painting, and mixed media to
branch out and connect with others. “The
limited social interactions with friends and
the community have made me dig deeper
into themes, symbols, internal dialogue, and
contemplation of the world,” he adds.
One of his works created during this time
is a monochromatic linocut print presenting
a lively pair of lungs etched with bold lines

and the words “Just Breathe.” The piece is a
reminder to take moments to breathe deeply
while also bringing awareness to the fact that
not everyone is given the freedom to do so.
Breaking away from working in isolation,
Rayos also worked on a couple of murals.
One, a few blocks away from San Jose City
Hall, is called Heart Space, a mural consisting
of his trademark hands cupped into a heart
shape, which provides shelter around a yellow heart emanating from the center. At the
top the words, “Black Lives Matter,” are written in bold, vibrant letters. “By participating
in the activation of these spaces, I felt I was
doing my part in the larger community by
beautifying and offering messages of hope,
solidarity, and compassion to all impacted by
COVID-19 and systemic inequalities.” C
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rin Salazar is one of the founders of Local Color, a nonprofit
artist collective with a studio space located in downtown San
Jose and an organizing entity for dozens of mural projects
around the city. Her quarantine series “explores themes of traditional ‘women’s work,’ capturing the fragility of life in several
different ways.” The works, all examples of one-stroke painting,
depict various flora, intricately rendered in light colors on black
painted backdrops. “Traditionally considered women’s work,
utilizing this technique seeks to elevate the decorative arts as
pivotal cornerstones of cultural identity,” Salazar explains.
Amplifying the voices of women in arts has been a cornerstone of her vision. Her organization is owned and governed
by women, and she sees the days of women being confined to
practicing only certain types and styles of art finally beginning
to fade away. “That dynamic is changing faster and faster,” she
says. “With my role at Local Color, we work to find a sense of equitable opportunities for women in both our creative services as
well as public art.”
Salazar’s time in quarantine has been filled with reflection.
“I’ve been thinking a lot about isolation, mortality, and letting
my mind wander into the ‘end-of-days’ legacy. It’s dismal, but by
thinking about those difficult realities, I am readying myself for
the worst-case scenarios. It’s easier to find the time to prioritize
creating, but it’s harder to find the space. It’s harder to focus on
yourself and creating when the world is hurting, but it also feels
important to create and breathe beauty into the world.
“The pandemic has influenced my work by giving me time
to slow way down and create. This time that I would have normally been hanging out with friends, I have to hang out by myself. I was just brimming with time to do what I love the most.
I’ve never been the kind of person to be bored easily; I have a
lot of hobbies and creative outlets, so as an artist, this felt like
a gift of time.”
For many artists, the recent resurgence of the Black Lives
Matter movement has also sparked inspiration. “Art is the voice
of the people,” Salazar says. She’s currently creating additional
work that attempts to capture the “outrage, anger, and passion to right 400 years of wrongs. Proceeds will support local
efforts to bring attention to Black Lives Matter and amplify
marginalized voices.” C
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“It’s harder to focus on yourself and creating when the
world is hurting, but it also feels important to create and
breathe beauty into the world.”
–Erin Salazar
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Irene And Her Bugs, 12”x12” Oil on Canvas

S

elf-taught artist and parent Jonathan Crow discovered that quarantine actually resulted in less time in the art studio. Crow
experienced a shift in priorities, mainly preoccupied by the insurmountable task of keeping his six-year-old educated and entertained.
Like many of us during this time, Jonathan checks social media—especially Twitter—and finds it hard to cope with the frustration of a world
that appears “maddening and sickening.” The reality of COVID-19 and
the BLM protests, however, have inadvertently bolstered Jonathan’s
conceptual focus in his artwork.
In 2017, Crow released the coffee-table art book, Veeptopus: Vice
Presidents with Octopuses on Their Heads, a collection of 47 vice-presidents hand drawn with octopuses on their heads, accompanied with
esoteric and curious facts about each Veep. After the project’s success, including being recognized by the Huffington Post and New York
Times, he turned his attention toward oil painting. Vintage photographs snapped between the 1950s and 1980s inspire him to create
paintings that explore the suburban dream juxtaposed with the fears
and anxiety “lurking at the root of America’s subconscious.”
During quarantine, Crow created two companion pieces that illustrate the amplification of current circumstances: Irene and Her
Bugs and Tuesday 2pm. Both pieces use a muted palette of blues and
whites, recalling the nostalgic hues of old Polaroids. The neat and
tidy homes feature the clean-lined designs of the 1950s, a time when
the suburban promise was to solidify the American dream. Crow’s

Pepper Tree Ct , 30”x30” Oil on Canvas

Written by
Taran Escobar-Ausman
Photography by
Daniel Garcia
jonathan-crow.com
Instagram
jonathancrowart

use of color and negative space, however, creates scenes that are purposefully stark, alluding to the emptiness of that promise and dream.
In Tuesday 2pm, the subject sits in her seemingly empty kitchen with
three drinks poured in front of her, as if waiting for company. She appears to have finally given up on her pipe dream and contemplates
drinking alone. In the second painting, Irene poses outside, face
mask on, with her dog, Bugs. Her posture and dress color hint at a
lightheartedness that is contradicted by the reality of her mask.
Jonathan Crow’s stylistic theme fits into the context of current
events, but our quarantine and global pandemic increase the emotional potency for viewers. His art may reveal hard truths while also
offering a catharsis that brings you back from the void. “Art can
bring intellectual and emotional clarity to all the chaos and toxicity. Art can also tune into the subconscious currents of the zeitgeist
and articulate them in a way that is beyond words or really even
rational thought.” C
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Cleaning Up, 18”x24” Oil on Canvas

“Art can also tune into the subconscious currents of the
zeitgeist and articulate them in a way that is beyond words
or really even rational thought.”
–Jonathan Crow
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Golden State Drive, 18”x24” Oil on Canvas
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Shelter in Place, 12”x 12” Oil on Canvas
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Instagram
marthasakellariou

artha Sakellariou is a
49-year-old artist who
began her journey earning multiple degrees from the
Athens School of Fine Arts in
Greece. She went on to obtain her MA in printmaking from the Royal College of
Art in London. In 2005 she
worked as the Creative and
Art Program director for a climate change awareness program for Friends of the Earth,
London. In 2013, her family
moved to the Bay Area where
she now holds a studio space
as an independent visual artist with the Cubberley Artist
Studio Program in Palo Alto.
Sakellariou’s work has
strongly focused on the concept of home and the tensions,
realities, mythologies, and
allegories of everyday life—
the rituals and relationships
which shape what we consider our shelter. The shelterin-place order has certainly
challenged the process by
which she composes her art,
as the dynamics with family

and her own internal dialogue
reshape what “home” means.
The concepts that had previously brewed and steeped internally have now played out
in a myriad of forms, manifesting with new meanings.
The very act of quarantining
at home brings an unprecedented emotional toll, especially in the face of ongoing
uncertainty. While intense,
the situation has led Sakellariou to moments of profound
creativity and learning opportunities. In her mind, reality
is “a dichotomy—dream and
nightmare scenarios overlapping—so I understood the significance of that moment not
just empathetically but tautologically.”
At the beginning of the
pandemic, Sakellariou was in
survival mode, shifting her attention to recalibrating home
life and observing the world
in transition. During her daily
walks, however, her artistic instincts called to her, creating a
need to communicate some-

thing significant. She came
upon a serene and beautiful
home, envisioning the image
of a woman blowing a balloon
projected onto the house.
After introducing herself to
the homeowner, she created
a photo mural on the house
of the woman inflating a balloon. “The balloon represents
a bubble—a place of safety,
protection, and containment,
but also implies life in an
echo chamber, isolated, disconnected from reality.” This
beautiful overlay of realities
speaks powerfully to many in
their current situation. Even
in isolation, Sakellariou has
found a way to engage an audience and the wider world.
She has since created a total
of six temporary photomurals
on various houses in her Palo
Alto neighborhood, which just
goes to show that art can be
created anywhere. “Nobody
should direct what art should
be, where it should take place,
when and how and by whom it
should be done.” C
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“Nobody should direct what art
should be, where it should take
place, when and how and by
whom it should be done.”
–Martha Sakellariou

“Number 2290”
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G

iuliana Maresca is a screen printer, photographer, and designer
based in San Jose. She has a studio at the School of Visual
Philosophy, works as a teaching artist with youth who are in the
Santa Clara County juvenile justice system, and designs handcrafted
bags under the label Tripetta Cartel. Her pandemic photo series,
Solitude Vivifies, evokes a lonely, almost post-apocalyptic feeling;
one figure searches for inspiration in a fog, while others stand in
abandoned spaces, faces covered, heads encased in futuristic clear
plastic bubbles.
“The urgency to create more than ever has taken over,” Maresca
says, who, amidst uncertainties of the future, has been driven
to photograph and sew even more during the pandemic. “I took
advantage of spending time alone at my studio, working on the pieces
and projects I promised myself I would finish. Without the ability to
meet in the flesh with friends to shoot, I was forced to photograph
myself and my mom.
“For me, not much human contact lends itself to self-reflection
and more time for creativity. I just grabbed a few props, one being the
large acrylic globe I made, placed it over my head, and hit the streets
either on roller skates or by foot and started photographing my dayto-day activities. Wandering the deserted streets of downtown San
Jose was even more inspirational and became my playground.”
The recent protests have also provided inspiration, as she has
taken to documenting the activists, viewing their passion as an art
form in itself.
“The coming together that is being felt all over the country has
been much needed, made essential. The cyst has ruptured, and the
people have spoken. Our hue and cry towards the flimsy government
and its cronies have only just begun, and an artist’s role in the
community and world at large is to make it be known, make it be
witnessed, make it be spread so that people never forget it.
“I think of my favorite quote by Amiri Baraka, ‘Art is whatever
makes you proud to be human.’ There is something powerful in
seeing people unite, starting from a place of conflict and turning it
into something vibrant, positive, and real. Today, as I think of the
destruction of the human form, the burning dumpsters outside our
window, and the pain and loss we are experiencing, I’ve come to
realize more than ever how art is our savior. Art is a process that helps
people survive and communities thrive. The streets have become
our galleries.” C

aresca
“Globe 4”
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“Globe 5”
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TEE JAY
With shelter-in-place offering time to build his graphic design chops,
Tu Tran, known by friends and fans as Tee Jay, used a school project to
explore the relationship between design and typography.

F

Written by
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Photography by
Daniel Garcia
teejay5992.wixsite.com/teejaydesigns
Instagram
teejay5992

or Tu Tran, a junior studying graphic design at San
Jose State University, shelterin-place provided the creative a
great opportunity.
With his studies now handled remotely, he no longer
needed to commute to school,
which meant more time to explore various design tools. From
mid-April through mid-May, he
dove into a 30-day challenge that
married letters of the alphabet to
corresponding objects.
“This is a 30-day challenge, but I actually did it in 10
days,” admits the man known to
friends and fans as Tee Jay, revealing that he knocked out as
many as six letters a day during
12-hour-plus sessions. On average, each letter design in Adobe
Illustrator took between two and
five hours.
“Whenever I have something
to do, I have to do it right away. I
don’t procrastinate,” Tran notes.
“I think that’s how I manage my
time very well—I attack the problem head-on.”

His project is the result of an
assignment in his Fundamental Graphic Visualization class.
The prompt was a call for consistency: create something new
each day for a full month. Tran
used the assignment to challenge
himself.
“I’ve never tried to integrate letters and illustration,”
he shares, adding that he was
inspired by Instagram accounts
he’d seen that worked to unite
typography and visual design.
“I wanted to fuse them into one
project, and now was a good
time to do that.” Once he’d compiled a master list of objects to
pair with letters, he immediately
got to work.
In his hands, the letter N
became a fantastic display of a
spilled bowl of noodles. T became a jagged representation of
a storm’s furious thunder and
lightning. For his final illustration, Tran dove into symbols and
envisioned the hashtag as a centerpiece around which various
characters interact with their

phones—and not each other. As
he explains in his caption on Instagram, “The overall idea is to
show how this character is used
widely on social media…This
also shows the reality that we’re
overusing our phone. Don’t you
think?”
Tran moved to the US from
his native Vietnam five years
ago. His choice to study graphic
design is a call back to his childhood, when he remembers
drawing various characters
from anime series like Dragon
Ball, Sailor Moon, and Cardcaptor Sakura. That evolved into
him creating his own characters, and then later going digital by utilizing programs like
ProCreate on iPad to bring his
ideas to life.
Ever content to continue
building his skillset, Tran has
most recently been experimenting with the 3-D modeling software Blender, which has
resulted in playful iterations
of characters featured in the
Asian zodiac. C
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“I wanted to fuse [letters and illustration] into one
project, and now was a good time to do that.”
–Tee Jay
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“Whenever I have something to do, I have to do it
right away. I think that’s how I manage my time
very well—I attack the problem head-on.”
–Tee Jay
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From War to Words
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fter studying art in college, Emilio Gallegos
put his creative side on hold to serve 11 years
in the United States Marine Corps. This season
ended traumatically when he drove his vehicle
over an explosive device in Iraq—but it rekindled
the artist.
Seeking to process some of the intense
internal emotions sparked by his experiences,
Gallegos turned to art and writing therapy. From
there, he signed up for a creative writing class and
gained inspiration from the raw honesty of The
Things They Carried—a story about soldiers in the
Vietnam War. He began contributing poetry to a
veteran anthology and joined a veteran writing
group collective, performing at a handful of San
Jose festivals. Today, he enjoys the challenge
of exploring various levels of meaning, as well
as embedding details and references into the
verbiage and line structure of his pieces.
“I want to advocate for veterans, always—not
just ‘we want the pity and sorrow,’ but advocating
for our existence,” he states, adding a desire to
also promote mental health. “As a man, you can
be vulnerable and successful,” he insists. “There’s

not failure in vulnerability. There’s growth and
there’s love and there’s a bright future.”
Over the years, Gallegos has seen himself
evolve in expression. His earlier work delved much
more into the specifics of military life. “I wanted
to get these feelings out,” he notes, “but it was
very audience specific—it was catered to a certain
population. If you understood it, you understood
it.” Later, he realized he could expand his audience
by focusing on the universal emotions behind the
experiences. “So things might be ambiguous, but I
try to put words that draw feelings out of someone
just without them [consciously] thinking about
it.” he explains. “But also reading the words of my
story and my experiences can help you parallel
your story and experiences.”
As an experienced adapter, Gallegos has taken
the COVID-19 pandemic in stride. He’s addressing
the topic of isolation—a theme he’s explored
before—as well as unpacking his thoughts,
emotions, and sensory observations daily. “I’m
just taking in days. You know, like a memoir.
Living in the moment,” Gallegos describes. C
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March 21, 2020 – 1

March 21, 2020 – 2

On silent streets,
The stranger eats,
Even when he isn’t hungry,
Time is running
In circles around her,
The marathon of tension
Breathing for them both,
From a distance

Fixated eyes,
On a prize of lies,
Never realizing
That I’m dying,
Asymptomatically trying,
To smile, while standing in the flames,
Nothing has been the same
For years,
My insanity interferes
With my reality,
Or is it the other way around?

April 7, 2020

April 29, 2020

Laying comfortably
In an abundance of soliloquies,
Consider me, shining,
Like succulents smiling,
In the shadow of a quiet porch,
Speaking volumes about sustainment.

Four letter words
And blurred dreams,
It seems like 2020
Collects conscious thoughts and tightens knots,
Deep under my left shoulder blade,
Catastrophes bleeding blasphemy,
Dramatically altering the shape of my world,
Deceiving eyes and sedated cries,
Infecting ears while cheering for a cure,
Prophesied lies, disguised
As candied sweets,
An entire nation devouring dictation,
Hungry, for sustenance, and solid food,
Fighting fears with empty tears,
Slowly rolling, down sunken cheeks,
And closed mouths,
Don’t get fed.
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Laura Marling

Neil Young

Song for Our Daughter

Homegrown

(Chrysalis Records)
Release date: April 10, 2020
Written by Taran Escobar-Ausman

(Muddguts Records)
Release date: June 19, 2020
Written by Jeff Brummett

For her seventh studio album, Song for Our Daughter, English
songwriter Laura Marling envisioned an album based around
a fictional mother writing to her daughter, passing down a
maternal lineage of reflection and advice on life, which was
partly inspired by Maya Angelou’s collection of essays entitled
Letter to My Daughter. The resulting project becomes “a
conversation between a younger version of myself and myself
as I am now.”
The LP is her most “American” sounding record to date,
conjuring chords, harmonies, and vocal melodies reminiscent
of Joni Mitchell; Crosby, Stills, and Nash; or Neil Young.
Songs open slowly, giving way to carefully placed harmonies
and textures provided by steel guitar and orchestral
accompaniment, while Marling sings with a clairvoyant ease,
always with a bittersweet, yet optimistic tone. The serenity
in her voice, however, can express steadfast resolve in her
trademark off-the-cuff manner. She sings, “Sometimes the
hardest thing to learn / Is what you get from what you lose”
on the song “Blow by Blow.” This honest approach serves as
the theme of the album well, as Marling relates hard truths to
the imaginary daughter. On the title track she sings, “Lately
I’ve been thinking about our daughter growing old / All of the
bullshit that she might be told.”
One of Marling’s strengths as a songwriter is writing from
different perspectives to illuminate not only her personal
journeys but to reflect on societal issues at large. She continues
in the title track, “There’s blood on the floor / Maybe now
you’ll believe her for sure,” alluding to the struggle sexual
abuse survivors endure to convince others of the truth. At 30
years old, Marling writes with a soul that has lived a lifetime.
Song for Our Daughter is yet another impressive chapter in
the subtle unfurling of songwriting maturity that grows with
each album.

Finally uncovered and released to the public, Neil Young’s
Homegrown is a perfect addition to his wonderful early mid70s catalog. Recorded in between the moody, biting On the
Beach and the transcendent Zuma, this was initially buried
by Neil due to the material being too personal. Most of the
songs are maudlin comments on his deteriorating relationship
with actress Carrie Snodgrass and his failure as a husband
and father.
The first song, “Separate Ways,” starts with a heartfelt
passage of regret and solace. “I won’t apologize / the light
shone in from your eyes / It isn’t gone / And it will soon come
back again.” Most songs are filled with longing and self-disdain
but also allow a few moments of levity and fun. The goofy,
rollicking title track and its homage to marijuana; the minor
revamp of “Dance, Dance, Dance” becoming the almost-jaunty
“Love Is a Rose;” the zonked-out fever-dream spoken-word
piece “Florida” all come to mind. But mostly the self-reflective
personal pieces are standouts. For example, the beautiful
piano ballad, “Mexico,” full of defeat and resignation, as he
wails, “Why is it so hard to hang on to your love,” his anguish
bursting through the speakers.
Homegrown is full of amazing guest spots—backup vocals
from Emmylou Harris on the astounding “Star of Bethlehem”
and the drumming from Levon Helm on several tracks, bringing
the looseness and swing only Levon’s magical left hand can
provide. Robbie Robertson’s guitar sprinkles on “White Line”
are a highlight as Neil croons one of the few hopeful lines:
“I’ve been down, but I’m coming back again.” “White Line”
was redone on the raucous Crazy Horse–backed record, 1990s’
“Ragged Glory,” but here heard in a more intimate setting,
making it even more affecting.
Homegrown is a beautiful and at times haunting document of
arguably the greatest period of one of the best songwriters to
ever put pencil to paper. Don’t let this unearthing pass you by.

Favorite track: “Hope We Meet Again”
LAURAMARLING.COM
Social media: lauramarling

Favorite track: “Kansas”
NEILYOUNG.WARNERRECORDS.COM
Instagram: neilyoungarchives
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Charlie Megira

Armand Hammer

Tomorrow’s Gone

Shrines

(Numero Group)
Release date: January 10, 2020
Written by David Ma

(Backwoodz Studioz)
Release date: June 5, 2020
Written by Demone Carter

Charlie Megira’s work is striking in its ability to project
worrisome melancholy across different approaches. His songs
are of confounding range, echoing surf guitar instrumentals,
minimal bedroom pop, post-punk, even some dark disco. To
add further mystique, Megira’s career was largely unseen,
scattered albums made in Israeli outposts far away from
celebrated musical locales. Numero Group (a revered reissue
label with original ties to San Jose) has curated a compendium
of Megira’s creations into one gorgeous package, consisting of
his most moving material alongside a thoughtful book of liner
notes and photos.
Megira’s debut in 2001, Da Abtomatic Meisterzinger Mambo
Chic, was a mesmerizing landscape of slow, hazy love songs
wherein the title track, “Tomorrow’s Gone,” appears. Like
a lot of his work, he croons in Hebrew but his subdued joy
is universally understood. Some tracks are long, layered
instrumentals and others are packed with aggressive guitar
and punchy vocals.
“Smile Now, Cry Later,” for example, is reminiscent of Pete
Drake’s sliding guitar, whereas “Fear and Joy” leans heavily
into Joy Division, sounding like a damaged Ian Curtis demo.
“Failure in Love” might be his sunniest song, rockabilly-esque
and glowing despite its title and indiscernible lyrics. “Alligator
Man” is a ballad that sounds like it was written in the back of an
empty train amongst hobos and wafts of dust.
This compilation covers Megira’s career of collaborations
with random vagabond musicians, friends, and lovers. While
all of it carries traits that flout convention, making them
hard to pigeonhole, all of it is grounded in Megira’s tone and
homespun appeal. He’s obviously fascinated by ’50s rock and
ominous undertones, all of which have been captured in his
all-too-short career of seven albums, despite the range in style.
Shortly after the birth of his son in 2012, he left Tel Aviv for
Berlin to start anew. Four years later, in 2016, Charlie Megira
hanged himself in his apartment at age 44. He left behind
alluring songs that speak to the human condition of high highs
and lower lows. The words on his gravestone (taken from an
interview with Megira) capture the essence of these songs, and
in many ways, perhaps even the artist himself: A Sun Shining
Backwards.

Some music just feels important, even if you don’t fully
understand it. This is the vibe typically evoked by the New
York City rap duo Armand Hammer. Comprised of billy woods
and ELUCID, Armand Hammer have put out a string of releases
that are as brilliant as they are challenging. Their third album,
Shrines, released by indie label Backwoodz Studioz, lives up to
this standard of enthralling complexity.
The tone for Shrines is set by the album cover, which features
a photograph of a Bengal tiger inside of a New York apartment
building. The story behind this photograph is too incredible to
be properly recounted here, but in short, a resident of Drew
Hamilton houses in Harlem was attempting to build a zoo in
his apartment (Google Antoine ‘Tigerman’ Yates after you read
this review).
This juxtaposition of the urban and natural world is apparent
from the first track on Shrines, “Bitter Cassava,” on which billy
woods muses, “The sky was indifferent, the ground hold bitter
cassava. / They lie ’bout the loaves and the fishes, / But not that
road to perdition.” It’s the type of dense sardonic word play
that has become a staple of the Armand Hammer sound.
The incendiary sloganeering of billy woods is perfectly
complemented by ELUCID’s dark witticisms: “Thoughts
immaterial, boss what it really do? / Fire dance upon the head
of the anointed / I ain’t have a choice, out the smoke came
the voices.’’ The synergistic vibes don’t stop there; Armand
Hammer’s rhythmic cadences are perfect mirror images, billy
woods consistently out in front of the beat and ELUCID’s rapid
fire staccato just behind it. The production pallet for this is
a tad brighter and more varied than their previous release,
Paraffin (a wonderfully foreboding record). Earl Sweatshirt,
Navy Blu, and Kenny Segal are among the beatmakers who
contributed stellar tracks.
Shrines finds Armand Hammer in their bag, as the kids like
to say. It’s everything they do best showcased in a 14-song
journey. Oh, and the opaque white vinyl is pretty dope too.

Favorite track: “Failure in Love”
NUMEROGROUP.COM
Instagram: thenumerogroup

Favorite track: “Bitter Cassava”
BACKWOODZSTUDIOZ.COM
Instagram: backwoodzstudioz
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The production of CONTENT MAGAZINE would
not be possible without the talented writers,
editors, graphic artists, and photographers
who contribute to each issue. We thank
you and are proud to provide a publication
to display your work. We are also thankful
for the sponsors and readers who
have supported this magazine through
sponsorships and memberships.
Be a part of the CONTENT community.
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ANDREW SUMNER
Andrew is a San Jose native who grew up
skateboarding around the streets of SJ with
a camera and passion for art.
instagram: andrews_flicks
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KENT WARD
Kent is a creative director, photographer,
and graphic artist with a passion for
subverting harmful social norms and also
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instagram: kentjward

CHRIS JALUFKA
Chris is a writer focused on the working
artist. His articles have appeared in HOW
Magazine, Print Magazine, Juxtapoz, and his
own venture, Evil Tender, eviltender.com
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instagram: eviltender_

JOHANNA HICKLE
As a freelance journalist, Johanna covers the
cultural currents of the Bay Area for a number
of publications. She loves dipping into
worlds different from hers by interviewing
everyone from cinematographers to
photographers, lyricists to muralists.
instagram: johanna_hickle

TARAN ESCOBAR-AUSMAN
Taran is an educator, author, record
collector, and cerebral vagabond who is
completely driven by inquisitiveness and
curiosity in search for any revelational
serendipity.
Instagram: taran_ea

GRACE TALICE LEE
Grace Talice Lee is a writer and educator. Her
current project is a book of essays on social
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